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Abstract
We prove that there exists C > 0 such that ǫ(H) ≥ C|H|5 log(|H|) , where ǫ(H) is the Erdo˝s-Hajnal
coefficient of the tournamentH, for every prime tournamentH for which the celebrated Erdo˝s-Hajnal
Conjecture has been proven so far. This is the first polynomial bound on the EH coefficient obtained
for all known prime Erdo˝s-Hajnal tournaments, in particular for infinitely many prime tournaments.
As a byproduct of our analysis, we answer affirmatively the question whether there exists an infinite
family of prime tournaments H with ǫ(H) lower-bounded by 1
poly(|H|) , where poly is a polynomial
function. Furthermore, we give much tighter bounds than those known so far for the EH coefficients of
tournaments without large homogeneous sets. This enables us to significantly reduce the gap between
best known lower and upper bounds for the EH coefficients of tournaments. As a corollary we prove
that every known prime Erdo˝s-Hajnal tournament H satisfies: −5+o(1) ≤ log(ǫ(H))log(|H|) ≤ −1+o(1). No
lower bound on that expression was known before. We also show the applications of those results to
the tournament coloring problem. In particular, we prove that for every known prime Erdo˝s-Hajnal
tournament H every H-free tournament has chromatic number at most O(n
1− C|H|5 log(|H|) log(n)),
where C > 0 is some universal constant. The related coloring can be constructed algorithmically in
the quasipolynomial time by following straightforwadly the proof of our main result. In comparison,
the standard Ramsey theory gives only O( nlog(n)) bounds for the tournament chromatic number.
Keywords: the Erdo˝s-Hajnal Conjecture, transitive subtournaments, Ramsey theory, prime
tournaments, galaxies
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1 Introduction
We focus in this paper on estimating one of the most interesting graph invariants in modern Ramsey
graph theory, the so-called EH coefficient of the tournament (also known as the Erdo˝s-Hajnal coeffi-
cient). The EH coefficient comes from one of the most challenging and still open problems in Ramsey
graph theory - the Erdo˝s-Hajnal Conjecture. The Conjecture states that for every tournament H
there exists ǫ(H) > 0 (the EH coefficient) such that every n-vertex H-free tournament contains a
transitive subtournament of order at least nǫ(H). Despite many attempts, the Conjecture has been
unsolved for more than twenty years now and was proven so far only for some specific classes of
tournaments H. However derived lower bounds on the EH coefficients ǫ(H) were extremely small
for most of them - at most inversely proportional to the Szemeredi tower function. The author of
this paper is not aware of any published result that proposed bounds not relying on the Szemeredi
Lemma. On the other hand, the best known upper bounds on the EH coefficient, obtained by the
probabilistic method, are of order O( 1|H|1−o(1) ). Thus, like in the case of the Ramsey number, the
best known lower bounds on the EH coefficient were far away from the best known upper bounds for
most of the tournaments. We show that for all prime tournaments for which lower bounds greater
than 0 were obtained those bounds can be in fact strengthened to be of order Ω( 1|H|5 log(|H|)). Thus
we get polynomial bounds and surprisingly, with very small polynomial degree that does not depend
on the structure of the tournament. At the same time we significantly reduce the gap between best
known lower and upper bounds on the EH coefficients of tournaments. This is the first polynomial
bound that works for all of those tournaments and a step towards answering Erdo˝s question how the
EH coefficients depend on the order of the forbidden tournament H. Prime tournaments play crucial
role in the study of the Conjecture and in many other graph theory problems - if the Conjecture is
true for prime tournaments then it is true for all the tournaments. As a corollary we prove new lower
bounds on EH coefficients for all tournaments for which the Conjecture was proven so far and answer
affirmatively another question regarding the conjecture: whether there exists a universal polynomial
lower bound for the EH coefficient for some infinite family of prime tournaments. Our result tightens
lower and upper bounds for EH coefficients of several classes of tournaments. For some of them we
obtain even tighter bounds. For the family of prime stars we are able to prove that ǫ(H) = 1|H|1+o(1) .
This is the first result giving asympotically tight lower and upper bounds on the EH coefficient for
an infinite family of prime tournaments. We also give tighter lower bounds on EH coefficients for
tournaments H without large homogeneous sets.
Our results lead to new purely combinatorial coloring algorithms for classes of graphs charac-
terized by forbidden patterns. These classes play an important role in graph theory. For instance,
every graph with the topological ordering of vertices can be equivalently described as not having
directed cycles and every transitive tournament - as not having directed triangles. A finite graph is
planar if and only if it does not contain K5 (the complete graph on five vertices) or K3,3 (complete
bipartite graph on six vertices with two equal-length color classes) as a minor. One of the deepest
results in graph theory, the Robertson-Seymour theorem ([?]), states that every family of graphs
(not necessarily planar graphs) that is closed under minors can be defined by a finite set of forbidden
minors. These classes include: forests, pseudoforests, linear forests (disjoint unions of path graphs),
planar and outerplanar graphs, apex graphs, toroidal graphs, graphs that can be embedded on the
two-dimensional manifold, graphs with bounded treewidth, pathwidth or branchwidth and many
more. This theorem has also a directed version. The other examples include classes of graphs that
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can be colored with significantly fewer than Ω( nlog(n)) colors (for instance the classes of graphs that
are c-colorable for some constant c > 0 that were intensively studied before). All those classes can
be described as not having some nontrivial forbidden structures (either induced subgraphs in the
undirected scenario or subtournaments in the directed setting). Thus classes of graphs described
by forbidden patterns appear very often in both directed and undirected setting. We should notice
that not having a certain graph as a minor is a much more restrictive assumption than not having a
certain graph H as an induced subgraph. That is why our setting is much more general. We present
our methods in the directed scenario but they can be translated into undirected one. In fact, as we
will see soon, the Conjecture has an equivalent undirected version, where forbidden patterns H are
undirected graphs. Surprisingly, both versions are equivalent. From what we have said before, it is
clear that coloring H-free graphs is an important algorithmic problem. Our result is a first step to
obtain purely combinatorial nontrivial coloring algorithms for these classes of graphs. It is worth
to mention here that graph coloring problem is NP-hard even to approximate within mutliplicative
factor n1−ǫ for an arbitrary fixed ǫ > 0. Thus algorithms achieving this for some special classes of
graphs are of great interest. In our setting ǫ corresponds to the EH coefficient and that establishes
an intriguing connection between the Conjecture (namely, algorithmic proofs of the lower bounds on
EH coefficients) and hardness results for approximating algorithms designed to color graphs. Among
some of the most important known results regarding coloring graphs are algorithms for coloring
3-colorable graphs with at most nδ colors for some 0 < δ < 1 ([?], [?], [?]). Most of them rely on non-
combinatorial approach such as SDP. Notice that if H is a graph with no stable sets of order at least
|H|
3 (such a graph can be easily constructed randomly) then every 3-colorable graph is H-free (and
as mentioned earlier, this observation can be easily generalized to the c-colorable graphs). Therefore
all those considered and heavily investigated classes of graphs are captured by the forbidden pattern
framework.
1.1 Notation
We use || to denote the size of the set. Let G be a graph. We denote by V (G) the set of its vertices
and by E(G) the set of its edges. Sometimes instead of writing |V (G)| we use shorter notation |G|.
We call |G| the size of G (or order of G). For a subset S ⊆ V (G) we denote by G|S the subgraph of G
induced by S. A clique in an undirected graph is a set of pairwise adjacent vertices. An independent
set in the undirected graph is a set of pairwise nonadjacent vertices.
A tournament is a directed graph such that for every pair v and w of vertices, exactly one of the
edges (v,w) or (w, v) exists. If (v,w) is an edge of the tournament then we say that v is adjacent to
w and w is adjacent from v. A subset S1 ⊆ V (T ) of the vertices of a tournament T is adjacent to
another subset of the vertices S2 ⊆ V (T ) if every vertex of S1 is adjacent to every vertex of S2. Then
we also say that S2 is adjacent from S1. The indegree of a vertex v of a tournament T is the number of
vertices w ∈ V (T ) such that (w, v) ∈ E(T ). Similarly, the outdegree of a vertex v of a tournament T
is the number of vertices w ∈ V (T ) such that (v,w) ∈ E(T ). A tournament is transitive if it contains
no directed cycle. For the set of vertices V = {v1, v2, ..., vk} we say that an ordering (v1, v2, ..., vk)
is transitive if v1 is adjacent to all other vertices of V , v2 is adjacent to all other vertices of V but
v1, etc. A subset S ⊆ V (T ) is transitive if it induces a transitive tournament. For a tournament
H we say that a tournament T is H-free if T does not contain H as an induced subtournament.
We denote by C5 a unique tournament on five vertices where every vertex has indegree 2. Other
tournaments such as stars and galaxies will be defined later in the paper. We denote by tr(T ) the
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size of the largest transitive subtournament of a tournament T . A coloring of the tournament T is
a partitioning of the set of its vertices into transitive subsets. A partitioning with minimal number
of parts is called a chromatic number χ(T ) of the tournament T .
All logarithms used in the paper are natural.
1.2 The Conjecture and the substitution procedure
A celebrated unresolved Conjecture of Erdo˝s and Hajnal states that:
Conjecture 1.1 For every tournament H there exists ǫ(H) > 0 such that every n-vertex H-free
tournament contains a transitive subtournament of size at least nǫ(H).
In fact the Conjecture was first proposed in the undirected version by Erdo˝s and Hajnal but was
proven to have an equivalent directed version above by Alon, Pach and Solymosi in 2001 (see: [?]).
The undirected version (see: [?]) states that:
Conjecture 1.2 For every undirected graph H there exists ǫ(H) > 0 such that every n-vertex graph
G that does not contain H as an induced subgraph contains a clique or an independent set of size at
least nǫ(H).
If for a given tournament H there exists ǫ(H) > 0 then we say that H satisfies the Erdo˝s-Hajnal
Conjecture with ǫ(H) or simply: H satisfies the Erdo˝s-Hajnal Conjecture. Sometimes we say that H
is the Erdo˝s-Hajnal tournament or simply: EH tournament. The coefficient ǫ(H) in the statement
is called the EH coefficient (or the Erdo˝s-Hajnal coefficient).
For any tournament H with vertex set V (H) = {v1, ..., vh} and tournaments F1, ..., Fh let
H(F1, ..., Fh) denote the tournament obtained from H by replacing each vi with a copy of Fi, and
making a vertex of the copy of Fi outadjacent to a vertex of a copy of Fj , j 6= i, if and only if
(vi, vj) ∈ E(H). The copies of Fi, i = 1, ..., h, are assumed to be vertex disjoint. The procedure of
constructing H(F1, ..., Fh) from H,F1, ..., Fh is called the substitution procedure.
A subset of vertices S ⊆ V (H) of a tournament H is called homogeneous if for every v ∈ V (H)\S
the following holds: either ∀w∈S(w, v) ∈ E(H) or ∀w∈S(v,w) ∈ E(H). A homogeneous set S is
called nontrivial if |S| > 1 and S 6= V (H). A tournament is called prime if it does not have
nontrivial homogeneous sets. Alon, Pach and Solymosi proved that if the Conjecture is false, then
the smallest counterexample is prime. They did it by showing an upper bound on ǫ(H(F1, ..., Fh))
as the function of ǫ(F1), ..., ǫ(Fh) (see: [?]). A homogeneous partitioning of the set of vertices of a
tournament is a partitioning of its vertices into homogeneous sets. A homogeneous partitioning is
called nontrivial if it does not consists of just one set (the set of all the vertices of the tournament).
The partitioning number p(H) of a tournament H is the smallest possible number of parts in the
nontrivial homogeneous partitioning. Note that if {V1, V1, ..., Vr} is a homogeneous partitioning of
V (H) for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ r then either Vi is adjacent to Vj or Vj is adjacent to Vi.
2 Main results and related work
We show in this paper that there exists C > 0 such that ǫ(H) ≥ C|H|5 log(|H|) for every prime tourna-
ment H for which the Conjecture is known. More precisely, we show the following:
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2.1 There exists C > 0 such that if H is a prime galaxy then
ǫ(H) ≥ C|H|5 log(|H|) .
This is the first polynomial bound on the EH coefficients for all prime tournaments for which the
Conjecture has been proven so far. It is enough to focus on galaxies since the only prime tournaments
for which the Conjecture was proven to be true so far are prime galaxies, tournament C5 and two
more six-vertex tournaments. In fact a randomly chosen galaxy is prime with high probability.
As an immediate corollary of Theorem 2.1 and the very well-known fact that every prime tour-
nament H satisfies: ǫ(H) ≤ C log(|H|)|H| for some universal constant C (see: Appendix A) , we get:
2.2 Every prime galaxy H satisfies: −5 + o(1) ≤ log(ǫ(H))log(|H|) ≤ −1 + o(1).
That, according to our previous remarks, gives us: −5 + o(1) ≤ log(ǫ(H))log(|H|) ≤ −1 + o(1) for every
known prime Erdo˝s-Hajnal tournament.
Another corollary of our core result is the algorithm for coloring H-free tournaments. For a
fixed Erdo˝s-Hajnal tournament H we show that these are O(n
1− C|H|5 log(|H|) log(n))-colorable for some
universal constant C > 0.
We are also the first to prove tight asymptotic lower and upper bounds on Erdo˝s-Hajnal coeffi-
cients for some infinite classes of prime tournaments. In particular, we prove that:
2.3 If H is a prime star then ǫ(H) = 1|H|1+o(1) .
As a corollary of our techniques, we prove the following:
2.4 All known Erdo˝s-Hajnal tournaments H satisfy:
ǫ(H) ≥ C
e(|H|+1) log(|H|+1)
,
for some constant C > 0.
The bounds given above for all known Erdo˝s-Hajnal tournaments are substantially better than
the best previously known. As a corollary, we answer affirmatively the question whether there exists
an infinite family of prime tournaments H with ǫ(H) lower-bounded by 1
poly(|H|) , where poly is a
polynomial function.
The following theorem turns out to be extremely useful in obtaining strong lower bounds on EH
coefficients for prime tournaments H, not only in the context of this paper. It is also interesting in
itself.
2.5 Assume that H is a prime tournament and that every n-vertex H-free tournament contains a
transitive subtournament of order at least c(H)nǫ(H) for some c(H), ǫ(H) > 0. Then every n-vertex
H-free tournament contains a transitive subtournament of order at least nǫ(H).
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The theorem says that, surprisingly, in order to prove that a certain expression is the lower bound
on the EH coefficient of a prime tournament it suffices to prove a similar result where an additional
constant c(H) > 0 is being added as a multiplicative factor to the expression on the size of the
transitive subtournament. This, as we will see very soon, simplifies the analysis very much.
Theorem 2.4 can be used to obtained stronger than the best known so far upper bounds on the
chromatic numbers of tournaments defined by forbidden patterns. We will prove the following.
2.6 For any prime galaxy H there exists a quasipolynomial algorithm that finds a coloring of the
n-vertex H-free tournament with O(n
1− C|H|5 log(|H|) log(n)) colors, where C is some universal constant.
We also significantly improve upper bounds on EH coefficients for tournaments that even though,
not necessarily prime, have relatively small homogeneous sets. By doing it we reduce the gap between
lower and upper bounds on EH coefficients for many more classes of tournaments. We prove that:
2.7 For every η > 0 there exists C(η) > 0 such that every tournament H with the largest nontrivial
homogeneous sets of size at most
√
h
2 satisfies:
ǫ(H) ≤ C(η) log(p(H))
p(H)
1
2
−η ,
where p(H) is the partitioning number of H and h = |H|.
This result is a significant improvement since the best previously known bounds for the tour-
naments that are not necessarily prime were only inversely proportional to the logarithm of the
partitioning number.
Finally, we propose the following strengthening of the Erdo˝s-Hajnal Conjecture that may poten-
tiallly capture the real asymptotic behaviour of the EH coefficient for prime tournaments:
Conjecture 2.1 There exists C > 0 such that every n-vertex H-free tournament contains a transi-
tive subtournament of order at least n
C
|H| .
As mentioned before, the Erdo˝s-Hajnal Conjecture is a subject of intense research however not
much progress was made on it until very recently. In the undirected setting the Conjecture is
known only for some prime graphs on at most five vertices ([?]) and graphs obtained from them
by the substitution procedure (defined in the similar way as in the directed setting). Similarly,
in the directed scenario it was known for some prime tournaments on at most five vertices and
tournaments obtained from them by the substitution procedure (see: [?] for an excellent survey on
the current state-of-the-art). Very recently the author of this paper together with Eli Berger and
Maria Chudnovsky proved the Conjecture for all tournaments on at most five vertices (see: [?]).
In the same paper the Conjecture was also proven for the family of galaxies 1. The proofs used
in all those previous results were of purely existential character though. The lower bounds on the
EH coefficients were very small since all those proofs relied on the Szemeredi regularity lemma.
1even more recently the author of this paper proved the Conjecture for the family of so-called constellations but
this result has not been published yet. Furthermore, it uses similar techniques to those used in [?] such as Szemeredi
lemma; the methods presented in this paper can be in fact used to strengthen it
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Furthermore, it was not clear at all how to get rid of that lemma and obtain bounds that can be at
least expressed by a closed-form expression. In fact one of the big open questions was whether an
expression inversely proportional to the polynomial of |H| can be introduced as a universal bound
for an infinite family of prime tournaments. Some recent results ([?], [?]) analyze the structure
of these tournaments H which exclusion implies appearance of the linear or almost-linear transitive
subset. Those tournaments are however nonprime. Other results focus on excluding several forbidden
patterns, instead of just one. This is a much simpler scenario but even in this setting not much is
known. It is worth to mention here: [?], [?], [?].
This paper is organized as follows:
• in Section 3 we define the families of stars and galaxies,
• in Section 4 we introduce tools used to prove all the results,
• in Section 5 we prove Theorem 2.5 and Theorem 2.3,
• in Section 6 we prove Theorem 2.1 and show how it can be used to prove Theorem 2.6,
• in Section 7 we prove Theorem 2.4,
• in Section 8 we prove Theorem 2.7,
• in the Appendix we present some useful known tools for obtaining upper bounds on EH coef-
ficients.
3 Stars and galaxies...
Below we define the families of stars and galaxies. All prime tournaments on at least six vertices for
which the Conjecture is known are prime galaxies. Stars is an important subfamily of galaxies. The
first infinite family of prime tournaments for which the Conjecture was proven were prime stars.
Fix some ordering of vertices of a tournament H. An edge (v,w) under this ordering is called a
backward edge if w precedes v in this ordering. Let T be a tournament with vertex set V (T ) and fix
some ordering of its vertices. The graph of backward edges under this ordering, denoted by B(T, θ),
has vertex set V (T ), and vivj ∈ E(B(T, θ)) if and only if (vi, vj) or (vj, vi) is a backward edge of T
under the ordering θ. For an integer t, we call the graph K1,t a star. Let S be a star with vertex set
{c, l1, . . . , lt}, where c is adjacent to vertices l1, . . . , lt. We call c the center of the star, and l1, . . . , lt
the leaves of the star. Note that in the case t = 1 we may choose arbitrarily any one of the two
vertices to be the center of the star, and the other vertex is then considered to be the leaf. Let
θ = (v1, v2, ..., vn) be an ordering of the vertex set V (T ) of a n-vertex tournament T . For a subset
S ⊆ V (T ) we say that vi ∈ S is a left point of S under θ if i = min{j : vj ∈ S}. We say that vi ∈ S
is a right point of S under θ if i = max{j : vj ∈ S}. If from the context it is clear which ordering is
taken we simply say: left point of S or right point of S. For an ordering θ and two vertices vi, vj with
i 6= j we say that vi is before vj if i < j and after vj otherwise. We say that a vertex vj is between
two vertices vi, vk under an ordering θ = (v1, ..., vn) if i < j < k or k < j < i.
A right star in B(T, θ) is an induced subgraph with vertex set {vi0 , . . . , vit}, such that
B(T, θ)|{vi0 , . . . , vit} is a star with center vit , and it > i0, . . . , it−1. In this case we also say that
{vi0 , . . . , vit} is a right star in T . A left star in B(T, θ) is an induced subgraph with vertex set
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{vi0 , . . . , vit}, such that B(T, θ)|{vi0 , . . . , vit} is a star with center vi0 , and i0 < i1, . . . , it. In this case
we also say that {vi0 , . . . , vit} is a left star in T . A star in B(T, θ) is a left star or a right star.
Let H be a tournament and assume there is an ordering θ of its vertices such that every connected
component of B(H, θ) is either a star or a singleton under this ordering. We call this ordering a star
ordering.
We say that a tournament is a galaxy if there exists a star ordering of its vertices under which
no center of the star is between leaves of another star. We call such an ordering a galaxy ordering.
If in addition under this ordering there are no singletons then we say that a galaxy is regular. We
say that a tournament is a star if there exists a star ordering of its vertices under which the graph
of backward edges consists only of one connected component.
4 Tools
In this section we introduce several useful tools used in the consecutive parts of the paper.
Take a tournament T . Let X,Y ⊆ V (T ) be disjoint, where |X|, |Y | > 0. Denote by eX,Y the
number of directed edges (x, y), where x ∈ X and y ∈ Y . The directed density from X to Y is
defined as d(X,Y ) =
eX,Y
|X||Y | . We say that a tournament T is (c,ǫ)-transitive if it contains a transitive
subtournament of order at least c|T |ǫ. Define a subset S ⊆ V (T ) to be c-linear if |S| ≥ c|T |. Define
a subset S ⊆ V (T ) to be (c, ǫ)-big if |S| ≥ c|T |ǫ. Let ρ = (S1, ..., Sk) be a sequence of pairwise
disjoint subsets of V (T ) such that for some λ ≥ 0 the following holds: d(Si, Sj) ≥ 1 − λ for every
1 ≤ i < j ≤ k. We say that ρ is an (c, λ)-l-sequence if every Si is c-linear. We say ρ is an (c, λ, ǫ)-t-
sequence if every Si is transitive and (c, ǫ)-big. We say that ρ is an (c1, c2, λ, ǫ)-m-sequence if: Si is
c2-linear for odd i and Si is transitive and (c1, ǫ)-big for even i. We say that ρ is smooth if for every
1 ≤ i < j ≤ k we have: d({v}, Sj) ≥ 1− λ for all v ∈ Si and d(Si, {v}) ≥ 1− λ for all v ∈ Sj.
Whenever we do not care about parameters of the (c, λ, ǫ)-t-sequences, (c, λ)-l-sequences or
(c1, c2, λ, ǫ)-m-sequences under consideration, we refer to them simply as: t-sequences, l-sequences
and m-sequences respectively.
5 Proof of Theorem 2.5 and Theorem 2.3
We begin by proving Theorem 2.5.
Proof. Assume that the lemma is false. Then there exists an H-free tournament TH such that
its largest transitive subtournament is of order smaller than |TH |ǫ(H). But then, following the
proof of Theorem A.3 from Appendix A, we conclude that there exists an infite family of H-free
tournaments: {F0, F1, ...} such that each Fi does not contain transitive subtournaments of order
larger than |Fi|
log(tr(TH ))
log(TH ) . Since tr(TH) < |TH |ǫ(H) we conclude that there exists ǫ > 0 such that
tr(|Fi|) ≤ |Fi|ǫ(H)−ǫ for all Fi’s. That clearly contradicts the fact that every n-vertex H-free tour-
nament (in particular, every Fi) contains a transitive subtournament of order at least c(H)n
ǫ(H).
Now we prove Theorem 2.3.
Proof. LetH be a prime star. Note that we know that ǫ(H) = O( log(|H|)|H| ) (see: Appendix A). We will
prove that every H-free tournament contains a transitive subtournament of order at least c(H)nǫ(H)
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for ǫ(H) = 13|H| log(2|H|) and c(H) = min(4
−|H|, 2−
1
1−ǫ(H) ). That, according to Theorem 2.5, completes
the proof. We proceed by induction on the order of the H-free tournament T . The statement is
trivial for tournaments T with no more than max(4|H|, 2
1
1−ǫ(H) ) vertices. Now let T be a n-vertex
H-free tournament for n > max(4|H|, 2
1
1−ǫ(H) )). Note that by Ramsey thery, T contains a transitive
subtournament of order at least 2|H|. Let hc be a center of the star H and let (h1, ..., hl) be a
transitive ordering of its remaining vertices. Denote by L the largest transitive subtournament of
T and let W = V (T )\V (L). We have: |L| ≥ 2l. If |W | = 0 then we are done. Thus assume that
|W | > 0. Partition V (L) into l + 1 transitive subsets: L1, ..., Ll, R, each Li of size ⌊ |L|l ⌋, such that
for every 1 ≤ i < j ≤ l Li is outadjacent to Lj and each Li is adjacent to R. Consider the following
mapping: ζ :W × {1, ..., l} → {0, 1}:
ζ(w, i) =


1 if (hc, hi) and ∃r∈Li such that (w, r),
1 if (hi, hc) and ∃r∈Li such that (r, w),
0 otherwise.
Note that if there exists w ∈ W such that ζ(w, i) = 1 for i = 1, ..., l then T contains the copy of H.
Therefore we can assume that for every w ∈ W there exists i such that ζ(w, i) = 0. But then, by
Pigeonhole Principle, there exists i0 ∈ {1, ...l} and a subset S ⊆W of size at least |W |l such that for
every w ∈ S we have: ζ(w, i0) = 0. Notice that this implies that either every vertex of S is adjacent
to every vertex of Li0 or every vertex of Li0 is adjacent to every vertex of S. Let F be the largest
transitive subtournament of a tournament induced by S. By induction we have: |F | ≥ c(H)|S|ǫ(H).
Now note that the tournament obtained by merging F with Li0 is transitive. Its size is: |F |+ ⌊ |L|l ⌋.
Thus, from the definition of L we get: |F |+ ⌊ |L|
l
⌋ ≤ |L|. So:
c(H)(
n − |L|
l
)ǫ(H) + ⌊|L|
l
⌋ ≤ |L|. (1)
We can assume that |L| ≤ n2 since otherwise, the condition n > 2
1
1−ǫ(H) gives us: |L| ≥ nǫ(H) and
we are done. We also have: ⌊ |L|
l
⌋ ≥ |L|
l
− 1 ≥ |L|2l , where the last inequality comes from the fact that
|L| ≥ 2l. Thus from 1 we get: |L| ≥ c(H) 1
1− 1
2l
nǫ(H)
(2l)ǫ(H)
. To complete the proof it suffices to notice that
under our choice of ǫ(H) we have: (1− 12l )(2l)ǫ(H) ≤ 1.
6 Proof of Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.6
In this section we prove the main theorem of the paper, Theorem 2.1 and show how Theorem 2.6
can be derived from it. We start with Theorem 2.1.
Proof. Let H is a prime galaxy. It is easy to see that without loss of generality we can assume
that H is a regular galaxy. Denote V (H) = {h1, ..., h|H|}. Take a galaxy ordering of the vertices of
H. Denote this ordering by (h1, ..., h|H|). Assume that first k1 vertices of this ordering are centers of
stars, next w1 are leaves, next k2 are centers of stars, next w2 are leaves, ... and finally last kt+1 are
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centers of stars, where: t is some nonnegative integer. Denote by g the number of stars of H (note
that we have: k1 + ...+ kt+1 = g) and let r = h− g. Let T be an n-vertex H-free tournament.
We will proceed by induction on n. Note first that for every given constant C > 0 (C does
not depend on H and n) we can assume that the theorem holds for n ≤ C · 2|H|4 by taking the
constant hidden in the O( 1|H|5 ) expression to be small enough. Then from now one we will assume
that n > C · 2|H|4 , where C is taken to be large enough (but does not depend on n and H). We use
standard notation: h = |H|. We need to prove first the following lemma:
Lemma 1 Assume that an H-free tournament T contains an m-sequence ρ = (S1, T1, ..., Tt, St+1)
which is smooth. Assume that ρ is an (c1, c2, λ, ǫ)-m-sequence, for λ ≤ 1
24h32(t+1)h2+h
, some parame-
ters c1, c2, and ǫ =
log(1+ 1
M2−1 )
log(M1)
, where: M1 =
24·2k21+...+k2t+1+g
c2
and M2 =
4maxi wi
c1
. Assume further-
more that: n ≥ 2h
c1
and (1 − eh
c2n
)h ≥ 12 . Then the following holds: if every proper subtournament of
T is (1, ǫ)-transitive, T is also (1, ǫ)-transitive.
Proof. Note first that every n-vertex tournament has at least δ(k) = η 1
2k2
nk transitive subtourna-
ments of order k, where: η = (1− k
n
)k. Indeed, the number of transitive subtournaments is at least
( n2k)
( n−k2k−k)
. By evaluating this expression we get the formula for δ(k). Now we need some generalization
of this result. For given l1, ..., lj > 0, t1, ..., tj > 0, λ > 0 denote by θ(t1, ..., tj , l1, ..., lj , λ) the number
such that every smooth (c, λ)-l-sequence (L1, ..., Lj) with |L1| = l1,...,|Lj | = lj contains at least
θ(t1, ..., tj , l1, ..., lj , λ) transitive subtournaments of order t1 + ... + tj such that their first t1 vertices
under transitive ordering are in L1, next t2 are in L2, etc. Let Tr1 be some transitive tournament
found in the tournament induced by L1. Denote by Wi for i = 2, ..., j the subset of Li that consists
of vertices adjacent from all the vertices of Tr1. Note that |Wi| ≥ li(1 − t1λ). Note also that if
we find in the l-sequence (W2, ...,Wj) a transitive tournament Tr2 of order t2 + ... + tj with first t2
vertices under transitive ordering in W2, next t3 in W3, etc. Then by merging T1 with T2 we obtain
a tournament that is counted by θ(t1, ..., tj , l1, ..., lj , λ). From our previous remark we know that the
number of tournaments Tr1 is at least η1
1
2t
2
1
lt11 , where η1 = (1 − t1l1 )t1 . Thus we get the following
simple recurence formula:
θ(t1, ..., tj , l1, ..., lj , λ) ≥ η1 1
2t
2
1
lt11 θ(t2, ..., tj , l1(1− t1λ), ..., lj(1− t1λ),
λ
1− t1λ).
For fixed j and t1, ..., tj , if we take l1, ..., lj large enough and solve the recurence above, we get:
θ(t1, ..., tj , l1, ..., lj , λ) ≥
lt11 · ... · ltjj
2 · 2t21+...+t2j
((1− t1λmax) · ... · (1− tjλmax))t1+...+tj ,
where: λmax satisfies: λmax≥ λ(1−t1λmax)...(1−tjλmax) . All li’s should be large enough to satisfy: (1 −
h
pi
)h ≥ 12 , where: pi = li((1− t1λmax)...(1 − tjλmax))k1+...+kj .
If we assume besides that λmax ≤ 12maxi ti , then using the inequality 1− x ≥ e−2x (for x ≤ 12) we
get:
θ(t1, ..., tj , l1, ..., lj , λ) ≥
lt11 ...l
tj
j
2 · 2t21+...+t2j
(e−2t1λmax−...−2tjλmax)g.
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Thus we get:
θ(t1, ..., tj , l1, ..., lj , λ) ≥
lt11 ...l
tj
j
2 · 2t21+...+t2j
e−2g
2λmax .
Now, if we take sets: S1, ..., St+1 as L1, ..., Lj , the sequence: k1, ..., kt+1 as t1, ..., tj and denote
θ = θ(|S1|, ..., |St+1|, k1, ..., kt+1, λ) we obtain (under previous assumptions):
θ ≥ α|S1|k1 ...|St+1|kt+1 ,
where: α = e
−2g2λmax
2
k21+...+k
2
t+1+1
.
Note that we have to assume that |S1|, ..., |Sk| are large enough. Lets see how large. According to
previous remarks we need: (1− h
Pi
)h ≥ 12 , where: Pi = |Si|((1− k1λmax)...(1− kt+1λmax))k1+...+kt+1.
We also need:
• λmax ≤ 12maxi∈{1,...,t+1} ki ,
• λ ≤ λmax(1− k1λmax)...(1 − kt+1λmax).
Under given assumption on λmax the first assumption can be replaced by: (1− hP )h ≥ 12 , where:
P = c2ne
−2g2λmax . We call this condition the strong linearity condition since it says that the linear
sets we start with in the m-sequence must be large enough. Assume that this condition holds (we
will see later why it is true under lemma assumptions).
Now we will try to construct H in our (c1, c2, λ, ǫ)-m-sequence star by star and show that if we
cannot succed then we get big enough transitive subtournament. We can divide each transitive chunk
Ti of our m-sequence into wi subchunks of the same size ⌊ |Ti|wi ⌋ (and get rid of its last |Ti| −wi⌊
|Ti|
wi
⌋
vertices under transitive ordering) in such a way that the first one consists of first ⌊ |Ti|
wi
⌋ vertices of
Ti under its transitive ordering, next one consists of next ⌊ |Ti|wi ⌋ of its vertices under its transitive
ordering and so on. Note that q = ⌊ |Ti|
wi
⌋ ≥ |Ti|
wi
−1 ≥ |Ti|2wi , where the last inequality is true if |Ti| ≥ 2h.
Thus we need: c1n ≥ 2h, i.e. n ≥ 2hc1 , but this one of the assumptions of the lemma. Let us order the
stars of H as follows: Σ1, ...,Σg (we can assume without loss of generality that H has no singletons).
Notice that the ith subchunk corresponds to the ith leaf under given galaxy ordering. Notice also
that the set of all the centers of stars of H is a transitive set. Denote by T the set of all the transitive
tournaments of k1+...+kt+1 vertices each and such that the first k1 vertices under transitive ordering
of each of them are in S1, next k2 are in S2, etc. We have already proved that the number of all
of them is at least α|S1|k1 ...|St+1|kt+1 . We associate with the ith center for i = 1, ..., g the set of
ith vertices of tournaments from T under their transitive ordering. Let us take the first star Σ1.
Without loss of generality assume that its center is the first center of the given galaxy ordering and
the star is a left star. Let T 1α
2
be the set of those vertices v of tournaments from T that are associated
with the center of Σ1 and such that for each of them there are at least
α
2 |S1|k1−1|S2|k2 ...|St+1|kt+1
tournaments of T with v being their first vertex under transitive ordering. Simple counting argument
give us: |T 1α
2
| ≥ α2−α |S1|. For any vertex v ∈ T 1α
2
consider subchunks of all the sets Ti (i = 1, ..., t)
that are associated with leaves of Σ1. Denote those subchunks as: ST
v
1 , ..., ST
v
w1
. If for some v ∈ T 1α
2
in every ST vi there exists a vertex yi adjacent to v then the set {v, y1, ..., yw1} induces Σ1. We call
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this case: ”the star setting”. We then delete all the transitive subchunks related to the leaves of Σ1.
We also modify other transitive subchunks in the following way. Let ST∗ be one of the other chunks.
For x ∈ {v, y1, ..., yw1} we denote by NxST∗ :
• the set of vertices of ST∗ adjacent from x if the vertex of Σ1 that x corresponds to is before
the leaf of Σ1 that ST∗ corresponds to
• the set of vertices of ST∗ adjacent to x otherwise.
Let us denote u(ST∗) =
⋂
x∈{v,y1,...,yw1}N
x
ST∗. We replace each ST∗ by u(ST∗). From the definition
of (c1,c2,λ, ǫ)-m-sequencewe have: |u(ST∗)| ≥ |ST∗| − h1λTi∗ , where h1 is the number of vertices of
Σ1 and Ti∗ is the transitive element of the given m-sequence that ST∗ belongs to. Denote by T ′
the set of tournaments from T such that their first vertex under transitive ordering is v. We have
already showed that: |T ′ | ≥ α2 |S1|k1−1|S2|k2 ...|St+1|kt+1 . Denote by T
′′
the subset of T ′ consisting of
those transitive tournaments of T ′ such that for each of them there exists a vertex x ∈ {y1, ..., yw1}
with the following property:
• x is adjacent to some vertex w ∈ V (T ′) and belongs to the subchunk appearing later in the
m-sequence than a linear set from which w was taken, or
• x is adjacent from some vertex w ∈ V (T ′) and belongs to the subchunk appearing earlier in
the m-sequence than a linear set from which w was taken.
From the definition of the (c1, c2, λ, ǫ) m-sequence we get:
|T ′′ | ≤
t+1∑
i=1
|S1|k1−1|S2|k2 ...|St+1|kt+1(h1hλ|S1||S1| + ...+
h1hλ|St+1|
|St+1| ).
Thus we get |T \T ′′ | ≥ (α2 − (t + 1)h1hλ)|S1|k1−1|S2|k2 ...|St+1|kt+1 . We replace T by T \T
′′
and
replace all the chunks ST∗ that were not already removed with the leaves of the star Σ1 by u(ST∗).
We then proceed in the analogous way for the star Σ2. On the other hand, if we do not have a
”star setting” then, by Pigeonhole principle, we know that at least 1
h1
|T 1α
2
| of the vertices of T 1α
2
are
complete to/from some subchunk of the transitive set in the given m-sequence. We call this setting
a ”non-star setting”. If we encounter a ”star setting” every time we are looking for the star then
we can merge all the stars that were found by us so far. The way we update the entire m-sequence
enables us to conclude that by merging all those stars we get a copy of H, a contradiction. Thus
at some point we get a ”non-star setting”. From our earlier analysis it is clear that if this is the
case then we get a set of size at least
αf
2−αf
1
h
c2n complete to/from a transitive set of size at least
( 12maxi wi − h1λ − h2λ − ... − hgλ)c1nǫ, where: αf = ( α2g − (t + 1)h2λ) and hi’s are sizes of stars.
Denote w = maxiwi, A =
1
w
− hλ, B = αf(2−αf )hc2. We conclude that we got a transitive tournament
of order at least Ac1n
ǫ complete from/to the linear set of size at least Bn. By the assumptions of
the lemma, we know that this linear set contains a transitive tournament R of order at least (Bn)ǫ.
If we merge it with a tournament of order at least Ac1n
ǫ, then we get a transitive tournament
of order at least Ac1n
ǫ + (Bn)ǫ. Thus we get: tr(T ) ≥ Ac1nǫ + (Bn)ǫ, i.e.: tr(T ) ≥ (Ac1 + Bǫ)nǫ.
Take K1 = B
−1, K2 = A−1. It is easy to see that for ǫ ≤
log(1+ 1
K2−1 )
log(K1)
we have: Ac1 + B
ǫ ≥ 1.
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Thus for such a choice of ǫ we get: tr(T ) ≥ nǫ. Let us summarize our assumptions. We have:
α = e
−2g2λmax
2
k2
1
+...+k2
t+1
+1
, K1 =
2− α
2g
+λ(t+1)h2
c2(
α
2g
−λ(t+1)h2) , K2 =
1
( 1
2w
−hλ)c1 . We also need to assume that: λ ≤
1
2max ki
and λ ≤ λmax(1 − k1λmax)...(1 − kt+1λmax). Note that 1 − kiλmax ≥ e−2kiλmax . Thus it suffices
to have: λ ≤ λmaxe−2k1λmax−...−2kt+1λmax and λmax ≤ 12max ki . Therefore it is enough to have:
λ ≤ λmaxe−2gλmax and λmax ≤ 12max ki . We also want the following inequality: λh2(t + 1) ≤ α2g+1 ,
i.e. λ ≤ α2g+1h2(t+1) . For this choice of λ and λmax we get: K1 ≤ 4c2 α2g . If we furthermore have:
λmax ≤ 12g2 , then we obtain: α ≥ e
−1
2
k2
1
+...+k2
t+1
+1
. Then we know that: K1 ≤ 8e·2
k21+...+k
2
t+1+g
c2
. Thus:
K1 ≤ 24·2
k21+...+k
2
t+1+g
c2
. For hλ ≤ 14w we also obtain: K2 ≤ 4wc1 . Taking into account all the inequalities
on λ and λmax we derived so far, it is easy to see that those upper bounds on K1 and K2 are valid
for λ ≤ 1
24h32(t+1)h2+h
(we leave this simple check to the reader). It is also easy to check that for
λmax ≤ 12g2 and under lemma assumptions the strong linearity condition holds. That completes the
proof of Lemma 1.
Now we state and prove another useful lemma:
Lemma 2 Assume that T contains a smooth (c, λ0)-l-sequence χ = (L1, ..., L2t+1). Assume that
every proper subtournament of T is (1, ǫ)-transitive, where: ǫ ≤ log(2)
log( 2
c
)
. Then T contains a smooth
(14 ,
c
2 , λ, ǫ)-m-sequence of length 2t+ 1, where: λ = 64t
2(t+ 1)λ0.
Proof.
In this proof we will very often use terms: ”transitive tournament” and ”transitive set” inter-
changeably since the context will be always clear. Take some L2i for i = 1, 2, ..., t. Since a tournament
induced by L2i is (1, ǫ)-transitive, it contains a transitive subtournament T
i
1 or order ⌈( cn2 )ǫ⌉. We
delete T i1 and repeat the procedure to get T
i
2. We continue as long as the size of the set of vertices
remaining in L2i is at least
|L2i|
2 . Denote by L
′
2i the set of vertices obtained from merging deleted
transitive tournaments T ij for j = 1, .... Note that under our assumption on ǫ we have: |T ij | ≥ 12nǫ.
Now notice that a sequence obtained from χ by replacing every L2i by L
′
2i for i = 1, 2, ..., t is a
smooth ( c2 , 2λ0)-m-sequence (simple density argument). Denote this sequence as χ
′
. Denote by ti for
i = 1, 2, ..., t the number of transitive tournaments T ij creating L
′
2i. Denote by ni those tournaments
T ij that satisfy the following: there exists a set Lj such that
• j < i and d(Lj , Li) < 1− 2λ0W or
• j > i and d(Li, Lj) < 1− 2λ0W ,
where W = 4t. We call tournaments T ij with this property W -bad. Tournaments T
i
j that do not
have this property will be denoted as W -good. Again, a simple density argument gives us: ni ≤ 2t tiW .
From our choice of W we get: ni ≤ ti2 . Replace in the m-sequence χ
′
every L
′
2i by its subset
obtained by taking all relatedW -good transitive tournaments (i.e. by getting rid ofW -bad transitive
tournaments). Denote the newm-sequence constructed in such a way as χ
′′
. Note that χ
′′
is a smooth
( c2 , 8tλ0)-l-sequence. If we can now find W -good transitive tournaments: T
1
j1
, ..., T tjt satisfying for
i1 < i2: d(T
i1
ji1
, T i2ji2
) ≥ 1 − 8Mtλ0 (for some constant M > 0) then (L1, T 1j1 , L2, ..., T tjt , St+1) is a
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(12 , c, λ1, ǫ)-m-sequence for λ1 = 8Mtλ0. Let us construct the k-partite graph G with color classes:
A1, ..., At such that the vertices of Ai are W -good transitive tournaments T
i
j and there exists an
edge between x ∈ Ai and y ∈ Aj for i < j iff d(V (x), V (y)) ≥ 1− 8Mtλ0. From the simple density
argument we know that in this graph there are always at least (1 − 1
M
)|Ai||Aj | edges between any
vertex of Ai and a set Aj . Note that a clique of order t in this graph corresponds to the sequence
T 1j1 , ..., T
t
jt
. To construct a clique in G of size t we choose an arbitrary vertex v1 in A1 and replace
A2, ..., At by the sets of its neighbors. We then choose an arbitrary vertex in the set of neighbors of
v1 in A2 and repeat the entire procedure. It is easy to see that we will succeed ifM > t. Thus we can
conclude, using our previous remarks, that for λ1 = 8t(t+1)λ0 we obtain an (
1
2 , c, λ1, ǫ)-m-sequence.
Denote it as: (F1, ..., F2t+1). For every Fi denote by F
b
i the subset of vertices of v of Fi that satisfy
the following: there exists j such that
• j < i and d(Fj , {v}) < 1−Wλ1 or
• j > i and d({v}, Fj) < 1−Wλ1.
As previously, we conclude (using simple density analysis) that: |F bi | ≤ 2t |Fi|W . Denote Qi =
Fi\F bi . We get |Qi| ≥ 12 |Fi|. Not it is easy to see that (Q1, ..., Q2t+1) is a smooth (14 , c2 , λ, ǫ)-m-
sequence, where: λ = 2Wλ1 = 64t
2(t+ 1)λ0. That completes the proof.
We will now introduce an important parameter Ch(c, λ) having the following property:
for every set of subsets {S1, ..., Sh} of the set V (Z), where Z is some tournament, if |Si| ≥ c|Z|
for i = 1, ..., h the the following holds:
• there exists a sequence s1, ..., sh s.t. si ∈ Si and there exists a mapping: φ : si → hi which is
an isomorphism between a tournament induced by {s1, ..., sh} and H or
• there exist in V (Z) two disjoint subsets: X1 and X2 such that |X1|, |X2| ≥ Ch(c, λ)|Z| and
d(X1,X2) ≥ 1− λ.
Lemma 3 We can take Ch(c, λ) = λ
hc
h
.
Proof. Choose an arbitrary vertex s1 ∈ S1. Denote by N+s1,Sj for j 6= 1 the number of outneighbors
of a vertex s1 in Sj and by N
−
s1,Sj
the number of inneighbors of a vertex s1 in Sj. Assume first that for
every j 6= 1 we have: |N+s1,Sj | ≥ λ|Sj | and |N−s1,Sj | ≥ λ|Sj |. We call this setting a regular setting. If
the regular setting holds then for j 6= 1 we define Bs1,Sj to be N+s1,Sj if h1 is adjacent to hj and to be
N−s1,Sj otherwise. Now note that if one can find vertices s2, ..., sh such that sj ∈ Bs1,Sj for j = 2, ..., h
with the property that there exists an isomorphism ψ : sj → hj for j = 2, ..., h then we notice that a
set {s1, ..., sh} induces a copy of H. Furthermore, the isomorphism φ between a tournament induced
by {s1, ..., sh} and H is defined by the mapping sj → hj for j = 1, ..., h. If no vertices s2, ..., sh with
this property can be found then by the definition of C we get two disjoint sets of vertices D1,D2
such that |D1|, |D2| ≥ Ch−1(λc, λ)|Z| and d(D1,D2) ≥ 1 − λ. Now assume that we do not have a
regular setting. Then, by the Pigeonhole principle, there exists j∗ 6= 1 such that at least c|Z|h vertices
v of S1 satisfy: d(Sj∗ , {v}) ≥ 1− λ if h1 is adjacent to hj∗ and d({v}, Sj∗) ≥ 1− λ if hj∗ is adjacent
to h1. Thus we get the following recurrence: C
h(c, λ) = min( c
h
, Ch−1(λc, λ)) for h ≥ 1. We can also
obviously assume that: C0(c, λ) = 1. solving this recurrence gives us: Ch(c, λ) = λ
hc
h
.
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To finalize the proof of Theorem 2.1 we need one more technical lemma.
Lemma 4 For any u > 0 and 0 < λ < 1 the following holds: if a tournament T is H-free and
|T | ≥ 2h
c
then it contains a smooth (c, λ)-l-sequence of length u, where c = ( λ
h
4h+3h2uh(⌈log(u)⌉)2h )
⌈log(u)⌉.
Proof. Take an arbitrary 0 < λ2 < 1. Without loss of generality we will assume that u = 2
b for
some integer b ≥ 0. Take n = |T |. If ⌊ cn
h
⌋ ≥ cn2h then by the previous lemma we know that V (T )
contains two disjoint sets X,Y , each of size: c2n, where: c2 =
λh2 c
h
, where c = 12h and such that
d(X,Y ) ≥ 1 − λ2. Assume now that in every H-free tournament T of order at least nb−1 and for
every 0 < λb−1 < 1 one can find in T an (cb−1, λb−1)-l-sequence of length u
′
= 2b−1. If this is the case
then we can find in X one ( c22 cb−1, λb−1)-l-sequnce Seq
1
1 and remove it, then the next (
c2
2 cb−1, λb−1)-
l-sequnce Seq12 and remove it and so on...We can continue the procedure as long as we have at least
|X|
2 vertices left. An analogous procedure can be applied to Y to obtain (
c2
2 cb−1, λb−1)-l-sequnces
Seq21 , Seq
2
2 ....
We also need to assume that the size of the tournament from which an l-sequence is excluded is
big enough. We will get back to this assumption later while deriving the lower bound on the order
of T from the assumptions of the lemma. Denote by X1 a subset of X created by combining all
l-sequences Seq11 , Seq
1
2 , ... and by Y1 a subset of Y created by combining all l-sequences Seq
2
1 , Seq
2
2 , ...
We have |X1| ≥ |X|2 , |Y1| ≥ |Y |2 . Therefore a simple density argument gives us: d(X1, Y1) ≥ 1− 4λ2.
That means in particular that there exists i, j such that d(V (Seq1i ), V (Seq
2
j )) ≥ 1 − 4λ2, where:
V (Seq1i ), V (Seq
2
j ) stand for the sets of vertices of the l-sequences Seq
1
i and Seq
2
j . Now, from what
we have said so far, we easily see that if we combine these two l-sequences Seq1i and Seq
2
j we get
an (cb, λb)-l-sequence, where: cb =
c2
2 cb and λb = max(4λ2(b− 1)2, λb−1) (again, by a simple density
argument). As in one of the previous lemmas, we can easily extract from it a smooth l-sequence that
is a ( cb2 , 4uλb)-l-sequence (we leave details to the reader since the analysis is completely analogous
to the one presented earlier). Thus we have: c2 =
λh2
2h2
and cb =
c2
2 cb−1, λb = max(4λ2(b− 1)2, λb−1)
for b > 2. Solving this recurrence we get: cb = (
c2
2 )
b, λb = 4λ2(b− 1)2. Thus we get: cb = ( λ
h
2
4h2 )
log(u).
It suffices to have: 4u · 4λ2 log(u)2 = λ, i.e.: λ2 = λ16u log(u)2 . Substituting this expression on λ2 into
the formula for cb gives us: cb = (
λh
4h+2h2uh(log(u))2h
)log(u). It remains to notice that our analysis is
valid if ⌊ cbn
h
⌋ ≥ cbn2h . Thus it suffices to have: n ≥ 2hcb . That completes the proof.
We are ready to finish the proof of Theorem 2.1. Notice that we procced by induction on |T |.
Take λ = 1
1536t2(t+1)h32(t+1)h2+h
. We can now use Lemma 4 and conclude that T contains a smooth
(c, λ)-l-sequence of length 2t + 1 for c = Ω(e−h
4 log(h)) for |T | ≥ 2h
c
. Now we can use Lemma 2 and
extract from this l-sequence an (14 ,
c
2 ,
1
24h32(t+1)h2+h
, ǫ) for ǫ = Ω( 1
h4 log(h)). Now we use Lemma 1.
We have: M2 ≤ 16h and M1 = O(eh4 log(h)). Thus we get: ǫ =
log(1+ 1
M2−1 )
log(M1)
= Ω( 1(M2−1) log(M1)).
Thus we get: ǫ = Ω( 1
h5 log(h)
). In order to use Lemma 1 we need to have: |T | ≥ 2h1
4
and (1− 2eh
cn
)h ≥ 12 .
It is easy to see that all the lower bounds on T we need to use all three lemmas are trivially satisfied
for |T | ≥Weh5 for sufficiently large constant W > 0. On the other hand, for every fixed W > 0 the
theorem is trivially true for ǫ = w
h5 log(h)
for small enough constant w > 0 and all tournaments with
at most Weh
5
vertices. That completes the proof.
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Now we will prove Theorem 2.6.
Proof. The coloring algorithm extracts big transitive subtournaments one be one as long there are
some vertices left in the H-free tournament T . To extract big transitive subtournaments it uses
Theorem 2.1. It is easy to see that such a procedure produces a partitioning of the vertices of T into
at most n1−ǫ log(n) transitive subtournaments, where ǫ is the lower bound on ǫ(H) as in Theorem 2.1.
To upper-bound the running time of this approach we need tol find an upper-bound on the running
time of the subroutine finding big transitive subtournament in the H-free tournament T . We will
use the proof of the Theorem 2.1. Note that almost all the steps of the proof of Theorem 2.1 can be
directly translated into polynomial subroutines. There are two exceptions: the part where transitive
subtournaments are being inductively extracted from linear sets and the part where l-sequences are
being inductively extracted from linear sets. That observation and the analysis of these two parts
easily lead to the following recursive formula on the total running time T (n) of the algorithm (we
leave details to the reader): T (n) ≤ T ((1− c)n)n1−ǫ + poly(n), where c is some constant (parameter
not depending on the size of the H-free tournament T ) . Solving this recurrence gives us the upper
bound on the running time as in Theorem 2.6.
7 Proof of Theorem 2.4
We are now ready to prove Theorem 2.4.
Proof. To prove that ǫ(H) = Ω(e−(|H|+1) log(|H|+1)) for every known EH tournament we use the
substitution procedure and related theoretical guarantees for the EH coefficient of the outcome
tournament (see: [?]) as well as our earlier result. Let f be a nondecreasing function taking positive
values. Assume that one can prove that ǫ(H) ≥ 1
f(|H|) for all known EH tournaments H of size at
most r and all known EH prime tournaments. Let H be a known EH prime tournament of size r+1.
Assume that it is not prime. Thus it can be constructed from some tournaments: D,F of smaller
orders by replacing one vertex of D with the copy of F , according to the substitution procedure.
Following [?], we obtain:
ǫ(H) ≥ ǫ(F )ǫ(D)
ǫ(D) + kǫ(F )
− ǫ (2)
for every ǫ > 0. Denote: |D| = k, |F | = l. Then we have: |H| = k + l − 1. To prove that
ǫ(H) ≥ 1
f(|H|) it suffices (according to inequality 2) to prove that:
1
f(l)
1
f(k)
1
f(k)
+ k
f(l)
> 1
f(k+l−1) , i.e. that:
f(k + l − 1) > f(l) + kf(k). Denote: f(i) = et(i), where t is a nondecreasing function. We want:
et(k+l−1) ≥ et(l) + elog(k)+t(k). Notice first that we have: k, l ≥ 2. Assume first that k ≥ l. Then it is
easy to see that it suffices to have: t(k + l− 1) ≥ t(k) + log(k) + log(2). Under assumption that t is
nondecreasing we see that it suffices to have: t(k + 1) ≥ t(k) + log(k) + log(2). Notice that trivially
we can take: t(1) = 0.
Thus we conclude that it is enough to take: t(k) = log(k − 1)! + (k − 1) log(2). So it suffices
to have: t(k) = k log(2k). Let us assume now that l ≥ k. The we want to get: et(k+l−1) ≥
et(l)(1 + et(k)−t(l)+log(k)). It is enough to have: et(l+1) ≥ et(l)(1 + et(k)−t(l)+log(k)). Taking t to be
nondecreasing it suffices to get: et(l+1) ≥ et(l)(1+ l). Thus it is enough to have: et(l+1) = (l+1)!, i.e.
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t(l + 1) = log(l + 1)!. Theorem 2.1 says that there exists a constant C > 0 such that every prime
tournament H satisifes: ǫ(H) >= C|H|5 log(|H|) . Combining this with the analysis of function t, we
conclude that every tournament H that can be obtained from known prime EH tournaments by the
substitution procedure satisfies: ǫ(H) ≥ C
e(|H|+1) log(|H|+1) . Since all known EH tournaments are those
that are constructed from known prime EH tournaments by the substitution procedure, we are done.
8 Proof of Theorem 2.7
In this section we give the proof of Theorem 2.7. First we summarize previously existing results
regarding upper bounds on EH coefficients of tournaments. The first upper bounds on the EH
coefficients of random tournaments were given in [?], where it was proven that:
8.1 There exists η > 0 such that if Hn,η denotes the set of n-vertex tournaments satisfying ǫ(H) ≤
4
n
(1 +
√
log(n)√
n
) and Hn denotes the set of all n-vertex tournaments then:
lim
n→∞
|Hn,η|
|Hn| = 1.
In other words, random tournaments have EH coefficients of the order O( 1|H|).
Surprisingly, it turns out that the partitioning number p(H) of a tournament H tells us something
about EH coefficient of H. It is a well-known fact (see: Appendix A) that:
8.2 There exists C > 0 such that ǫ(H) <= C log(log(p(H)))log(p(H)) .
Besides, under assumption that H is prime, that result was strengthened. It is known (see:
Appednix B) that:
8.3 There exists C > 0 such that every prime tournament Hsatisfies: ǫ(H) ≤ C log(|H|)|H| .
Now lets look on the upper bounds for EH coefficients written as functions of tournaments’
partitioning numbers. Note that, since for prime tournaments H we have: p(H) = |H|, we get the
following bounds on EH coefficients for prime tournaments H: ǫ(H) ≤ C log(p(H))
p(H) . There is a striking
difference between an expression for the upper bound on the EH coefficient for a prime tournament
H and for a general tournament that does not have to be necessarily prime. It seems that bounds
given for general tournaments H can be significantly improven. This is in fact true, at least if a
tournament does not have too large homogeneous sets. Our improvement led to polynomial lower
and upper bounds on EH coefficients for several classes of known EH tournaments. Those much
tighter bounds is a step towards understanding how the EH coefficients depend on the order of H.
We are ready to prove Theorem 2.7.
Proof.
Denote h = |H|. We can assume that h > 1. Let B be a tournament and denote: n = |B|.
Following the procedure described in Appendix A, we define the family of tournaments: TB0 , T
B
1 , ...
as follows:
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• TB0 is a single vertex,
• TBk+1 is obtained from TBk by replacing each vertex v ∈ V (B) with the copy T v of TBk and making
a vertex u1 ∈ T v adjacent to a vertex u2 ∈ Tw iff v is adjacent to w in B for k = 0, 1, 2, ....
It was shown in Appendix A that TBk does not contain transitive subtournaments of order larger
than |TBk |ǫ, where: ǫ = log(t)log(n) and t is the largest transitive subtournament of B. Denote by QH
the family of all quotients tournaments of a tournament H of order greater than one and by QHi
the family of all quotient tournaments of a tournament H of exactly i vertices. Note that from the
definition of the partitioning number it follows that:
QH = QHp(H) ∪ ... ∪ QH|H|. (3)
Note now that if B does not contain any tournament from QH
p(H)∪ ...∪QH|H| as a subtournament then
every TBk is H-free. Therefore to finish the proof of the theorem it suffices to construct for every
η > 0 a tournament B that is W -free for every W ∈ QH
p(H)∪ ...∪QH|H| and does not contain transitive
subtournaments of order larger than nρ, where ρ = C(η) log(p(H))
p(H)
1
2−η
and C(η) is independent of H.
Denote h = |H|. Since the biggest homogeneous set of H has no more than
√
h
2 vertices we conclude
that p(H) ≥ h√
h
2
. Thus we have: p(H) ≥ √h. Our goal is to find an upper bound f(i) on |QHi | that
does not depend on H but only on i. Before doing it we solve a little bit simpler task. Denote by
Qǫ2i the family of i-vertex tournaments that contain homogeneous set S satisfying iǫ2 ≤ |S| ≤ i2 , for
ǫ2 =
1
2 − η (note that without loss of generality we an assume that η < 12). To find the upper bound
on |Qǫ2i | we use the probabilistic argument. Let R be a random tournament on i vertices where the
direction of each edge is chosen independently at random and each direction has probability 12 of
being chosen. Denote by X the random variable that counts the number of homogeneous sets in
R of size at least iǫ2 and at most i2 . For every fixed subset S ⊆ V (R) satisfying iǫ2 ≤ |S| ≤ i2 we
know that the probability p that it is homogeneous is at most ( 2
2i
ǫ2 )
i
2 . This comes directly from the
fact that each point from V (R)\S is either adjacent to all the vertices of S or adjacent from all the
vertices of S, the size of V (R)\S is at least i2 and |S| ≥ iǫ2 . Thus we have:
EX ≤ 2i( 2
2i
ǫ2
)
i
2 . (4)
Thus P (X > 0) ≤ EX ≤ 2 3i2 − 12 i1+ǫ2 . We can conclude that |Qǫ2i | ≤ 2(
i
2)2
3i
2
− 1
2
i1+ǫ2 . We have now two
possibilities:
• |QHi | ≤ 2(
i
2)2
3i
2
− 1
2
i1+ǫ2 , or
• |QHi | > 2(
i
2)2
3i
2
− 1
2
i1+ǫ2 .
Assume first that the latter holds. In the latter case we have QHi \Qǫ2i 6= ∅ thus QHi contains a
tournament such that its homogeneous sets are of size smaller than iǫ2 or larger than i2 . If it contains
a homogeneous set of size larger than i2 then H contains a homogeneous set of size at least
i
2 . Note
that i ≥ p(H) and since we have already proved that p(H) ≥ √h, we concldue that H contains a
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homogeneous set of size at least
√
h
2 which is a contradiction. Thus we have in QHi a tournament
W with the largest homogeneous set of size smaller than iǫ2 . Denote V (W ) = {w1, ..., wi}. Let
L be a tournament from QHi and denote V (L) = {l1, ..., li}. Notice that each vertex of V (W ) is
related to the homogeneous set from some homogeneous partitioning of V (W ). The same is true
about the vertices of V (L). Denote the homogeneous partition related to W as: {W1, ...,Wi} and
the homogeneous partition related to L as {L1, ..., Li}. We assume that wj corresponds to Wj and
lj corresponds to Lj for j = 1, 2, ..., i. We will now define the bipartite graph GW,L as follows:
• V (GW,L) = V (W ) ∪ V (L),
• the color classes of G(W,L) are: V (W ) and V (L),
• there is an edge between wj1 and lj2 if and only if Wj1 ∩ Lj2 6= ∅.
Lemma 5 GW,L does not contain a cycle of length four C4 as a subgraph.
Proof. Assume by contradiction that there exist wk1 , wk2 , ls1 , ls2 for some k1 < k2, s1 < s2, that
induce C4 in GW,L. Take corresponding subsetsWk1 ,Wk2 , Ls1 , Ls2 . Let a ∈Wk1 ∩Ls1 , b ∈Wk1 ∩Ls2 ,
c ∈Wk2 ∩Ls1 , d ∈Wk2 ∩Ls2 . Assume without loss of generality that Wk1 is adjacent to Wk2 . Thus
we have: a is adjacent to d. Similarly, b is adjacent to c. But then we get a contradiction since
{a, c} ⊆ Ls1 , {b, d} ⊆ Ls2 and either Ls1 is adjacent to Ls2 or vice versa.
A classic result in extremal graph theory states that the number of bipartite graphs with color
classes of size i is at most 2c1i
3
2 for some universal constant c1 > 0.
Fix graph W ∈ QHi with the largest homogeneous set of size smaller than iǫ2 . Using our previous
remarks, we conclude that the number of different bipartite graphs GW,L is at most 2
c1i
3
2 . Fix
bipartite graph GW,L. Take two vertices ls1 , ls2 ∈ V (L). Note that type of adjacency between ls1 and
ls2 is uniquely determined by the graph GW,L unless both Ls1 and Ls2 are subsets of some Wk. Let
us count the maximal number of vertices of L such that all corresponding sets Lj are subsets of some
Wk. Denote d0 =
i−1
iǫ2
. If there exists Wk and different sets Lt1 , ..., Ltm such that m ≥ i− d0 then, by
Pigeonhole Principle, there exists Lj for some j ∈ {tm+1, ...Li} that intersects at least i−1d0 sets from
{W1, ...,Wi}. Denote those sets asWp1 , ...,Wpu , where u ≥ i−1d0 . Now take someWz /∈ {Wp1 , ...,Wpu}.
Set Wz intersects with some set from {L1, ..., Li} but we already now that this is not Lj. Denote
this set by Lb. Then, if Lb is adjacent to Lj then Wz is adjacent to every Wpi . Similarly, if Lj is
adjacent to Lb then every Wpi is adjacent to Wz. Because Wz was chosen arbitrarily, we conclude
that {wp1 , ..., wpu} is a homogeneous set in V (W ). Since u > i−1d0 and from our choice of d0 we obtain
that W contains a homogeneous set of size more than iǫ2 . This however contradicts the definition of
W . We conclude that every Wi contains at most i− d0 sets from {L1, ..., Li} as subsets.
Let us conclude what we have managed to show so far. We know that either |QHi | ≤ 2(
i
2)2
3i
2
− 1
2
i1+ǫ2
or there exists W ∈ QHi such that:
• the number of all bipartite graphs GW,L, where L ∈ QHi is at most 2c1i
3
2 ,
• no Wi from the homogeneous partitioning corresponding to W contains more than i− d0 sets
Lj from the partitioning corresponding to L,
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• for ls1 , ls2 ∈ V (L) type of adjacency between ls1 and ls2 is determined by GW,L unless both Ls1
and Ls2 are subsets of some Wj .
We conclude that as an upper bound f on |QHi | we can take any function N → R satisfying the
following three properties (that we will call basic properties):
• f(i) is a valid bound for i small enough,
• f(i) ≥ 2c1i
3
2 maxk1,...,ki f(k1) · .... · f(ki) for larger i,
• ∀if(i) ≥ 2(
i
2)2
3i
2
− 1
2
i1+ǫ2 ,
where k1, ...., ki ∈ N , k1 + ...+ ki = i and k1, ..., ki ≤ i− d0.
We will take f > 0 such that log(f) is convex in the domain [1,∞] and log(f(1)) − log(f(0)) ≤
log(f(2))− log(f(1)). We call such a function an α-function. Let assume now that f is an α-function.
Take k1, k2 ≥ 0 such that k2 ≥ 1 and k1 ≥ k2. We have:
log(f(k1 + 1)) − log(f(k1)) ≥ log(f(k2))− log(f(k2 − 1)). (5)
The inequality above comes directly from the definition of an α-function. Thus we have:
f(k1)f(k2) ≤ f(k1 + 1)f(k2 − 1). (6)
Let us take f(i) = 2ci+(
i
2)− 12 δ(i), where δ(i) = i
3
2
−η and c is a big enough constant (without loss of
generaliy we can assume that η is smaller than any fixed in advance constant, in particular: η < 32).
For c big enough f(i) is a valid bound for every i ≤M , where M is any constant chosen in advance.
Thus first basic property is satisfied. The last one is clearly satisfied too. Note also that it is easy to
check that f is an α-function. Now observe that, according to inequality 6, to prove that the second
basic property is satisfies it only suffices to show that:
f(i) ≥ 2c1i
3
2 f(i− d0)f(d0)f(0)i−2 (7)
for i > M . Using our formula on f and carefully evaluating one can easily check that f defined
above satisfies inequality 7 for i > M , where M large ebough. Thus we can conclude that there
exists c > 0 such that:
|QHi | ≤ f(i),
where f(i) = 2ci+(
i
2)− 12 δ(i) and δ(i) = i
3
2
−η.
Now let us construct base tournament B with n = ec3p(H)
1
2−η , where c3 > 0 is small enough
and such that directions of edges are chosen independently at random (each of two possibilities with
probability 12 ). Let Z be a random variable that counts the number of copies of tournaments from
QH that are in B. Note that we have:
EZ ≤
|H|∑
i=p(H)
i!
(
n
i
)
1
2(
i
2)
f(i).
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Evaluating that expression, one can easily check that EZ ≤∑|H|
i=p(H) e
−c4i
3
2−η , where c4 > 0 is some
constant. Since the sum
∑∞
i=1 e
−c4i
3
2−η is finite, we conclude that EZ ≤ C for some constant C > 0.
Thus by deleting from B at most C vertices we can make it Q-free for every Q ∈ QH . Therefore to
complete the entire proof it suffices to prove that: log(t)log(n−C) ≤ C(η) log(p(T ))
p(T )
1
2−η
, where t is the size of the
largest transitive subtournament of B. But since B is random, with overwhelming probability all its
transitive subtournaments are of order at most log(n) and so the inequality follows.
A State-of-the-art techniques regarding upper bounds on EH co-
efficients
Before proving Theorem 2.7 we will present some well-known results regarding deriving upper bounds on EH
coefficients of tournaments that we refered/will be refering to. These results were sent for publication but
were not published yet. Therefore, for completeness we will give here their full statements and proofs. We
want to emphasize that these tools do not stand for the contribution we make in the paper.
We will use two results:
A.1 There exists C > 0 such that every prime h-vertex tournament H satisfies ξ(H) ≤ C log(h)
h
.
A.2 There exists C > 0 such that every h-vertex tournament H satisfies ξ(H) ≤ C log(log(p(H)))log(p(H)) .
We need one more definition.
Definition 1 For a tournament H we say that Q with V (Q) = {q1, ..., q|Q|} is a quotient tournament of H if
there exists a homogeneous partitioning {V1, ..., V|Q|} of the vertices of V (H) such that Vi is adjacent to Vj iff
qi is adjacent to qj in Q (thus Vj is adjacent to Vi iff qj is adjacent to qi in Q).
A.1 Proofs of Theorem A.1 and Theorem A.2
Denote by tr(T ) the largest size of the transitive subtournament of a tournament T . ForX ⊆ V (T ), write tr(X)
for tr(T |X). Let H be a tournament. Assume that V (H) admits a homogeneous partitioning P = {V1, ..., Vk}.
We associate with the partitioning P a k-vertex quotient tournament HP with V (HP ) = {v1, v2, ..., vk} such
that for 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k vertex vi is adjacent to a vertex vj in HP if Vi is complete to Vj . We say that a
tournament T is H-far if T is HP -free for every k > 1 and every homogeneous partitioning P of H consisting
of k parts.
First we prove the following result:
A.3 Let H be a tournament with at least two vertices. Assume that T is H-far. Then
ξ(H) ≤ log(tr(T ))
log(|T |) .
Proof. Denote V (T ) = {1, 2, ..., |T |}. Consider a family of tournaments {F0, F1, ...} defined in the following
recursive way. A tournament F0 is just a single vertex. For i > 0 a tournament Fi is defined as follows.
V (Fi) = P
i
1
⋃
P i2
⋃
...P i|T |, where each P
i
j for j = 1, 2, ..., |T | induces a tournament isomorphic to Fi−1 and
besides for any two 1 ≤ j1 < j2 ≤ |T | the set P ij1 is complete to the set P ij2 if j1 is adjacent to j2 in T and
complete from the set P ij2 if j1 is adjacent from j2. Note first that every Fi is H-free. To see this we use
induction on i. For i = 0 this is trivial. Now take tournament Fi+1. If Fi+1 is not H-free, then since T is H-far
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and Fi is H-free, we can conclude that V (H) has homogeneous partitioning consisting of k parts for some
1 < k < p(H). That contradicts definition of p(H). Knowing that every Fi is H-free we calculate the size of
the biggest transitive subtournament of Fi. For i = 0 we have tr(Fi) = 1. Assume that i > 0. Let Tri be the
biggest transitive subtournament of Fi. Write Sj = V (Tri)
⋂
P ij for j = 1, 2, ..., |T |. Assume that {Sj1 , ..., Sjk}
is the set of nonempty sets Sj . Note that the subtournament of T induced by the set {j1, ..., jk} must be
transitive. Otherwise, according to the definition of the family {Fj}j=0,1,2,..., we conclude that Tri contains
vertices inducing directed triangle (that contradicts the fact that Tri is transitive). Therefore we must have
k ≤ tr(T ). Since Sj ⊆ P ij we must have |Sj| ≤ tr(Fi−1). Therefore we have |V (Tri)| = tr(Fi) ≤ tr(T )tr(Fi−1).
So by induction, tr(Fi) ≤ tr(T )i. In fact from our analysis we easily see that we have tr(Fi) = tr(T )i. We
also have |V (Fi)| = |T |i. Therefore we have tr(Fi) = |Fi|log|T |(tr(T )). So we have tr(Fi) = |Fi|
log(tr(T ))
log(|T |) . We
conclude that each Fi is H-free and does not contain transitive subtournaments of size at least |Fi|ǫ, where
ǫ = log(tr(T ))log(|T |) . This implies that ξ(H) ≤ ǫ.
We are now ready to prove Theorem A.1 and Theorem A.2 that we encapsulate in the following statement:
A.4 There exists C > 0 such that every h-vertex tournament H satisfies ξ(H) ≤ C log(log(p(H)))log(p(H)) . Furthermore,
if p(H) = h then ξ(H) ≤ C log(h)
h
for some universal constant C > 0.
Proof.
We may assume that p(H) is large enough since for every tournament H we trivially have: ξ(H) ≤ 1.
Let G be a n-vertex tournament, where for any two vertices 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n an edge (i, j) is chosen with
probability 12 . Let c be some large constant. Denote by X the number of transitive subtournaments of G of
size at least c log(n) and by Y the number of copies in G of subtournaments isomorphic to some HP , where P
is some homogeneous partitioning of H . Write r = c log(n). Note that we have EX ≤ r!(n
r
)
(12 )
(r2). Therefore
EX ≤ er log(n)− r(r−1)2 log(2). Taking c large enough we have EX < 13 . Assume first that p(H) = h. Note that
in this case there is a unique HP and it is isomorphic to H . Write n = e
dh, where d > 0 is a small enough
constant. We have: EY ≤ (n
h
)
h!2−(
h
2) ≤ nh2−(h2) < 13 for d small enough. Therefore for c large enough and
d small enough we have: EX < 13 and EY <
1
3 . Thus, using Markov’s inequality, we conclude that with
probability less than 13 we have Y ≥ 1 and with probability less than 13 we have X ≥ 1. So from the union
bound we know that with probability bigger than 13 we have X < 1 and Y < 1. So there exists a tournament G
that is H-far and does not contain transitvie subtournaments of size c log(n). Since we have n = ep(H), using
Theorem A.3, we immediately obtain Theorem A.1. In the general case when the condition p(H) = h is not
necessarily satisfied, we use the same analysis. The only difference is the choice of n. Let n = p(H)−1. In this
scenario Y is trivially 0 since every HP has at least p(H) vertices so cannot be contained in the tournament
of p(H)− 1 vertices. The rest of the proof is exactly the same as in the case when p(H) = h.
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